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THE MARBLE EXPERTS

CRYSTAL MAGIC

MARBLE AND TERRAZZO CRYSTALLIZING CREME POLISH

PRODUCTS

STONE-GLO CRYSTAL MAGIC is
formulated to maintain, and improve the
polish of your Marble, Terrazzo, and
Travertine floors while enhancing the
color and improving wear resistance.
During regular use, STONE-GLO CRYSTAL MAGIC will remove light scratches
occurring from traffic while making your
floor safer by enhancing slip resistance.
STONE-GLO CRYSTAL MAGIC works
by reacting with the free carbonate
present in the stone through a chemical
reaction catalyzed by the use of a steel
wool pad. The resulting “crystallized”
layer enhances the stone’s color and
luster while increasing the stone’s
resistance to wear and damage resulting
from traffic and the elements.

Directions for Use:
Always protect surrounding surfaces such as wood, carpet, metal, and
other non-masonry surfaces. Crystallization must always be performed
on a clean, dry floor. Coatings such as oil or food stains, floor finish,
sealer, soap, or detergent residue tie up the free carbonates in the floor
resulting in less than optimal results. If necessary, use Stone-Glo Deep
Cleansing Concentrate or your favorite stripper to clean and/or remove
any contaminants that will interfere with the Crystallization process.
Product comes ready to use. Do Not Dilute.
Stone-Glo Crystal Magic should be applied with a spray bottle.
Spray solution in a stream 2-3 times in one spot.
Using Stone-Glo Woven Steel Wool Pads, spread solution over an
area of appx 10 sf.
Continue to buff the area until Crystal Magic completely blends in
and produces the desired shine.
Use in conjunction with Stone-Glo Deep Cleansing Concentrate daily
to remove dirt, contaminants and spills.
Tips for Use:
The use of a Heavy Floor Machine (160lbs or more) will yield better
results fastest. Productivity will approximate 500 square feet per hour
with a weighted machine. The use of coarser grade Steel Wool (#2 or #3)
will remove scratches and wear better than the finer grades (#0 or #1)
which yield a higher shine.
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STONE-GLO manufactures
a full line of stone care
products. Call one of our
experts to schedule a
demonstration or for any
stone care questions you
might have.

